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—IS support to detonate a nuclear device in a Russian-allied country —IS driven from Iraq to
Afghanistan —IS to subversively involve NATO to retaliate/attack Russia —Russian Security
race to stop IS on Barguzin Train. —Russia to install nukes at Kaliningrad and along the
Russian border —American troops sent to reinforce NATO in Baltic region
His mother had warned him to never go to Blackstone Mountain… Omega rabbit Noam is late
for his family’s Christmas dinner. To make it on time to celebrate the holidays, he has no
choice but to pass through the dreaded Blackstone Mountain – or as the locals call it, the
Blackclaw Mountain due to the rumors that a pack of werewolves led by a man named Isaac
Blackclaw lives there. Driving through the woods, before Noam has time to react, he slides off
the icy road and crashes – only to be saved by a handsome man with piercing ice blue eyes.
But it turns out that the rumors of the mountain are true... Now, what’s a bunny to do when he
finds himself trapped inside the wolf’s den? A Wolf’s Christmas Bunny is a short, standalone
gay holiday romance with male pregnancy. Intended for mature audiences only.
The Blackstone She-WolfBlackstone Mountain 6Independently Published
a poetry collection that represents factors mattering to one's physical and mental health. this is
a non-profit project, featuring work by Thursday poets rally talents and thoughts.
It was a time of happiness, but it was also a time of fear as the white wolf cubs are born into
the Wilds. Animals of all sorts begin streaming into the Wilds; fleeing the violence of the black
wolves. Tor and his army have been gone for months checking to see if the rumors of the
refugees were true. Were there still black wolves out there? Somewhere in the distance were
the Blackstone Mountains. Is that what the wind was telling him, warning him about? Yes, it
was speaking to him about things that no animal, wolf, or otherwise could stop. Tor and his
army are captured by Warrior and Snuffer, who lived through the avalanche brought on by the
oryx during the Blackstone War. Tor is to be executed for stealing the land called the Wilds and
killing Deuce and Staver. Khoa sets out to find Tor. While he is gone, his son, Tristian, and
Tor’s son, Challenger, are taken hostage along with other animals. Saved from drowning in
their cages by a young raccoon, the two pups set out to make it back to the Wilds. Everyone,
from Pieces and his ‘wild bunch,’ to the black wolves are in on the search for the stolen cubs.
Tristian and Challenger meet friends and foes along their trek across the Black Lake Road.
Just as it seems they will make it back to the Wilds, Knox, the beaver, betrays them. As all
seems lost, the cubs find an unlikely ally. In an ironic twist, Warrior learns that the white wolves
hold his two sons as captives. An arrangement for a trade is made, but the dark wolves bring
no white wolf cubs to the exchange; claiming they were taken by a lone black wolf in their
camp. By the slip of a slingshot and a single stone, the war begins anew.

Yet another Christmas alone… Reindeer shifter Lukas has had enough of his family’s
extravagant Christmas celebrations. As the last unmated Omega in his family, he can
no longer take his family’s teasing and decides to spend a quiet Christmas alone in the
mountains. As he arrives at the lodge, his perfect plan seems to crumble as things
don’t go quite as expected. The biggest surprise of all is the handsome owner of the
lodge – a wolf shifter named Raul who makes Lukas’s whole body burn, and a part of
him wants nothing more but to run. But it turns out that Raul has a plan of his own – one
that will keep the sweet Omega that just walked into his lodge all for himself... A Wolf’s
Christmas Deer is a short, standalone gay holiday romance with male pregnancy.
Intended for mature audiences only.
This non-fiction book is about a great mountain wilderness where wolves and their prey
continue to live in a delicate, natural balance. Using a combination of narrative nonfiction and easy-to-follow essays, this book explores the natural history of the Yukon
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during the last 20,000 years. Part 1 - History - chronicles wolf evolution since the end of
the ice age, including the great collapse of Beringia large mammals and the domination
by caribou through the Holocene. Other chapters include the relation between ancient
native people and wolves, and the importance of Jack London's Yukon stories to our
collective image of wolves as a symbol of wilderness. Other history chapters explore
the relentless, but largely ineffective attempts to reduce wolves through bounties,
poison and hunting through the 20th century. Part 2 - Understanding - describes the
author's original research into wolf relations to moose, caribou, Dall's sheep, ravens,
and grizzly bears. In the last chapter Hayes, who studied three Yukon wolf control
projects, explains why broad-scale killing of wolves has only produced brief benefits for
moose and caribou, and why the practice should end. Finally, the book raises questions
about how we should use and conserve one of the largest remaining tracts of complete
wilderness on the continent.
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Wolf shifter Nathan Caldwell likes things casual when it comes to women, keeping them
at arm's length and never letting them get too close. So, when he meets the one, the
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mate his animal has chosen, he gets the surprise of his life when she rejects
him.Geologist Dr. Violet Robichaux is focused on her career and science. She keeps a
tight reign on her emotions and her tiger, so when her animal chooses the foul-mouthed
and rude wolf as her mate, she quickly shuts that down. Her stay in Blackstone is
temporary, after all, and she can't let her tiger or her heart make her decisions. But
there's another reason she can't stay, one that's a matter of life and death.When
danger brings them closer together, Violet and Nathan must face the odds to help a
friend in need. They risk their lives to do the right thing, but also grow closer. Can
Nathan convince Violet they're meant to be together or will she resist the growing
attraction so she can leave Blackstone with her heart intact?The Blackstone wolf is fulllength paranormal romance novel with explicit love scenes, naughty language, and
shifter suspense action with guaranteed HEA and no cliffhangers! It can be read as a
standalone, but works best when read in order with the rest of the series!The
Blackstone Mountains reading order:Read the Prequel for FREE:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0773RS1WYRead the first in the series, The Blackstone
Dragon Heir: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0774SK692Read The Blackstone Bad
Dragonhttps://www.amazon.com/dp/B078WVT5ZXRead the Blackstone
Bearhttps://www.amazon.com/dp/B079KHM13H
The Yukon is a land of remarkable wilderness, diverse ecosystems, and profound
beauty. It is also home to a unique assemblage of birds. As of 2002, 288 bird species
have been documented in the Yukon, with 223 occurring regularly. They occupy an
amazing range of habitats, from the most barren mountain peaks to lush valley bottom
forests, and are an integral part of the cultural heritage of Yukon First Nations people.
The vast areas of natural habitat with limited road access can make the study of birds
challenging, but are key in defining the nature of birding in the Yukon. Birds of the
Yukon Territory is the result of a decade-long project initiated to gather and share what
is known about the Yukon's birdlife. Lavishly illustrated with 600 colour photographs
and 223 hand-drawn bird illustrations, the book presents a wealth of information on bird
distribution, migration and breeding chronology, nesting behaviour, and habitat use,
and on conservation concerns. Two hundred and eighty-eight species of birds are
documented, including 223 regular species, and 65 casual and accidental species. In
compiling this meticulously researched volume, the authors consulted over 166,000
records in a database created by the Canadian Wildlife Service, with information dating
back to 1861. Sections on birds in Aboriginal culture and history, and bird names in the
Yukon First Nations and Inuvialuit languages, enhance the book, as do the numerous
easily interpreted charts and graphs. Destined to become a basic reference work on the
avifauna of the North, Birds of the Yukon Territory is a must-have for bird enthusiasts
and anyone interested in the natural history of the Yukon and the North.
New approaches to both cultural landscapes and historic urban landscapes increasingly
recognize the need to guide future change, rather than simply protecting the fabric of
the past. Challenging traditional notions of historic preservation, Conserving Cultural
Landscapes takes a dynamic multifaceted approach to conservation. It builds on the
premise that a successful approach to urban and cultural landscape conservation
recognizes cultural as well as natural values, sustains traditional connections to place,
and engages people in stewardship where they live and work. It brings together
academics within the humanities and humanistic social sciences, conservation and
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preservation professionals, practitioners, and stakeholders to rethink the meaning and
practice of cultural heritage conservation, encourage international cooperation, and
stimulate collaborative research and scholarship.
Children's Fiction.
“Times of peace are only times to plan the next war” (King Regaris). Decades have
passed since the last Great War. Tensions brew as a body washes ashore outside a
large keep, rumors abound of assassination. Brutal animal attacks and kidnappings
send worry across multiple kingdoms. An ancient enemy watches from the forests of
the North. War is on the wind, and only a few may be able to stop it.
A four-man patrol from the North West Mounted Police left Fort McPherson, Northwest
Territories, heading for Dawson City, Yukon, on December 21, 1910. The harrowing
drama of their futile 52-day struggle to survive is an account of courageous failure, one
that resonates in its depiction of human intelligence pitted against the forces of nature.
A young teen.With a bright future ahead of her.A trip to Cancun for Spring Break.Loss
of friends.Breaking my civilian habits.Be all that I can be.Female and male training
integration.Training to be Force Recon Marine.Dropped out of a plane at 40,000
feet.Snowboarding at 7,000 feet.Stopping US Election Tampering.The Villain rises as
the Hero.Climbing Mount Everest as a teen.Recovering a Marine's body from the death
zone.Discovering what really is on the mountain.To boldly Summit Everest and survive
the descent.Have not surfed in 5 years.Surfing North Shore, Sunset Beach and the
Pipeline Masters.To surf is to get up on the flat, pop up and rip.Winning the Triple
Crown gets me an invite to the party.I am Blackstone, Jessica Blackstone. Cancun was
suppose to be a fun time with my friends. We were all suppose to go to the same
college together. Them dying messes up my world and now things will never be the
same. My parents are not my parents. Friends are gone. A task I must do and I have no
skills to do it, but the will to live. I am scared out of my wits. Why is this happening to
me? What did they do to me that I survive when I probably should have died with my
friends.A mission to kill and I have not hunted since I was a kid. I am just a girl that
wanted to have fun. Now, I find myself doing a job that I never thought I would be doing.
My sweet sixteen is suppose to be filled with pink bows and pretty dresses, not guns,
drugs, and rock and roll. Becoming a Marine is probably the hardest and easiest thing
to do in my life at the same time. There are no missions other than becoming a Marine,
but to become it I must shed my old civilian life. Once a Marine that old me is gone, but
not forgotten.Firmness, Fairness, Dignity, and Compassion. The Eagle, the Globe, and
the Anchor. Forged in the fire of the crucible and rising up in Force Recon. In most
cases I have no clue what my mission is until my boots are on the ground. Going into
the field knowing that the enemy knows more about my mission than I do is half the
fun.Worn out from my last mission I must climb mount Everest with the ever present
threat of frostbite. At 27,000 feet I discover something while recovering a fallen Marine's
bones. An alien infects me and my life is not the same. As I summit Everest I become a
minor celebrity. Fresh from the trials of Everest, I am in Hawaii surfing the waves. Am
tired but excited to do something gnarly. A kingpin invites only past and present winners
to his island for a party. It is the party of the century, I am really there to find out what
happened to some agents that were investigating the kingpin.First five missions of A
Spy Story in one book. Missions 1 to 5.

He always knew his fate would be to mate an Alpha… He just never expected this
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Alpha… As an Omega wolf, Elias has always known that the time would come
when he’d have to leave the pack of his birth and mate with the Alpha of another
pack. He just didn’t expect that day to come so soon. When his Alpha offers him
as a 30th birthday present to another Alpha, Elias cannot say no. Not even when
he finds out that the Alpha in question is the ruthless Graydon Hunter. There are
more rumors about the cruel nature of Graydon than there are members in his
pack. How could Elias possibly mate with a cold-blooded killer such as him…?
The Omega Gift is a short, standalone gay romance with male pregnancy.
Intended for mature audiences only.
Having been burned before, Kate Caldwell has always avoided relationships.
That
A camping trip gone wrong… Traveling to Sweet Pines Campground with his
sisters was supposed to mean a weekend of relaxation for Tyler. Things just
never go quite as planned for the fox Omega – nicknamed “the klutz” by his
family. Getting lost in the woods during a run, he soon finds himself face-to-face
with not only one, but two wolves. And while they might be shifters just like him,
that doesn’t mean he’s safe… It isn’t the two wolves that scare him the most
though, but the third one that comes to his rescue… Because he makes Tyler feel
things he never has before… The Omega Fox is a short, standalone gay romance
with male pregnancy. Intended for mature audiences only.
Presents quotations, songs, dreams, and tales about the life of the Plains Indians
and how their ceremonies express the interdependence of creation and the
presence of the Creator in all things.
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Secrets are finally revealed in this stunning conclusion to the True Mates Generations
series Spoiled, rich, and vain Isabelle Anderson has grown up. After being left pregnant
and alone by her True Mate, she's finally standing on her own two feet and built a life
for herself and her son. But, when Ransom turns up unexpectedly, the foundations of
her life are threatened and she knows she must do everything she can to prevent him
from finding out that he is her son's father. But more than that, she must also protect
her own heart, which yearns for him despite his betrayal. The moment he saw her,
Lone Wolf Ransom knew he had to have Isabelle. The vapid and selfish princess was
hiding a heart of gold, and one smile from her melted his resistance. But, circumstances
forced him to push her away, for her own good. There was a plan that was set in motion
long ago, and she was a complication he couldn't afford, not when he was so close to
what he wanted: revenge on those who wronged him in the past. He managed to stay
away from her, but when her life is threatened, it was seemingly impossible for him to
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ignore it and he seeks her out to protect her. When they cross paths, that old attraction
sparks again-but was it really ever extinguished? Will Isabelle be able to keep the
existence of their son from him? Can Ransom put revenge aside for good in order to
win her back and prove to her they were meant to be together? But their enemies have
ramped up in full force and their threat is much bigger than both of them. As the fight
heats up, can they focus on defeating the mages, while ignoring the call of True Mates?
Or will the mages finally get what they want-the destruction of the Lycans and rule over
of the entire world and humankind?
It all started with a few papers in the wrong hands... Omega rabbit shifter Elliott works
as a graphic designer at Reynolds Enterprise. When one of his experimental works
ends up in the hands of his boss, who then delivers it to his boss, Elliott soon finds
himself behind the door of none other but Mr. Felix Reynolds himself. Expecting to lose
his job, Elliott is surprised to discover that instead of sacking him, Mr. Reynolds is
offering him a promotion... on the condition that Elliott pretend to be his lover at the
upper-class New Year's party... The Wolf Billionaire's Omega is a short, standalone gay
romance with male pregnancy. Intended for mature audiences only.
After moving to Billings, Montana, things are finally looking up for the Shannon
family—Frank, Eileen, and their two children—nine-year-old Jimmy Lee and seven-yearold Jodie. But when Jimmy is unjustly accused of stealing a gold medallion from his
father’s workplace, he runs away to the mountain wilderness. After being mistreated by
his parents for years, Jimmy feels this is the best option for him. Mr. Shannon organizes
a search party to look for Jimmy. After two weeks of looking, the sheriff asks a local
Indian tribe for its help. The two men assigned to the task find Jimmy’s tracks, and they
follow them for days. At the end of the trail, they discover a large pool of blood where a
fight has taken place. All signs indicate Jimmy was attacked by a wild animal, but no
remains are found. Meanwhile, with Bear, a wolf pup, Jimmy struggles to survive on
what he knows, encountering an array of challenging situations—foraging for food,
fighting off wild animals, braving the ever-changing weather conditions, and finding
makeshift shelter. Like the mountain men in the 1800s, Jimmy survives by relying on
his wits and wonders every day whether he will live or die.
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